
Day 5  6pm –10pm 
E.T.’s, Life, and Research

Wrapping it up!



Life on Our World
® Life on Other Worlds

® The Nature of Life
® Chemical processes
® DNA = information storage and duplication
® Proteins, enzymes, RNA, amino acids 

LEFT HANDED

® Origin of Life?
® Miller experiment = 1952 , early Atmosphere

composition with electricity (lightning)

® Got simple amino acids to form



Life on Our World
®ALH84001,0 

® Martian microbes? 
® They are smaller than 

earth microbes by 
100x (like having a 
normal human only .7 
inches tall!



Life on Other Worlds
®Life Zone  

®Liquid water and Carbon base only?



Life, it’s not just for breakfast anymore, 
the Galactic Life Zone



Life Elsewhere
®Communications-
®Speed of light limit – TV is now 50 light years out 

(answer = same time)
® SETI
®Listens in the “Water Hole” 21cm line of neutral 

hydrogen and 18 cm line of OH = quite in the 
universe  
see the next 2 frames
®First message see the frame after that
®http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu





The Water Hole



The First Broadcast Message



The Voyager Record

http://www.cedmagic.com/featured/voyager/voyager-record.html



Civilizations out there?
®How many could be out there?
®Nc=N* fp nlz fl fi Fs
®Nc = number of communicating civilizations
®N* = number of stars in the galaxy  (2x1011)
®fp = probability that a star has planets (.01 to  .5)
®nlz = number of planets in a life zone (.01 to 1)
®fl = probability life will originate (.01 to 1)
®fi =  probability that life will become intelligent (.01 

to 1)
®Fs = fraction of of stars life that the civilization is 

communicative (doesn't die out or kill itself)  (10-8

to 10-4)
®SO Nc ranges from 2x10-5 to 10x106





UFO’s
® Unidentified Flying Objects

® 1947 Roswell = big event (?)

® Travel Times – Warp speed? Worm holes?
® X-Files – conspiracy hunger
® EFO’s = Experimental Flying Objects



Where are they (the aliens)?
®Three possibilities
®There are no galactic civilizations now, we 

may be first
®They exist, but don’t leave their home (SETI)
®There is a galactic civilization, but it is 

deliberately avoiding us (the Prime Directive)

®Um…it is all an X-Files like conspiracy/cover-
up… 



Getting between the Stars
® Pioneer Spacecraft = first to escape the solar 

system.  Each light year = 10,000 years of 
travel time.

® Starships
® Nuclear Rocket Propulsion
® Matter-Antimatter Engines
® Light Sails
® Interstellar Ramjets
® Worm holes, warp drives 

® The Bottom Line = 
TREMENDOUS ENERGY NEEDED!



A ram jet



Worm holes…



Worm Holes…



Signs of Life?
CO2 and Oxygen



What will they look like?
®What do aliens look like in movies?
®Realistic?
®What about our own sea creatures?



Careers
® Research

® University Related
® Governmental (NASA, Lockheed Martin, JPL etc.)
® Teaching
® U.S. Department of Defense, National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
and in the U.S. Departments of Commerce, 
Health and Human Services, and Energy. 

® Other physicists and astronomers worked in 
colleges and universities in nonfaculty, usually 
research, positions, or for State governments, 
information technology companies, 
pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing 
companies, or electronic equipment 
manufacturers.



Careers
®Limited Entry – small number;  10,000 

jobs, only 10% degree holders hold 
astronomy related job

®Working conditions, University setting, 
mountain top sometimes, field work 
sometimes



Getting a job
® Computer programming, high degree of math 

and physics skills, writing, public speaking
® Average salary about $65,000 to $105,000
® Education: A doctoral degree is the usual educational 

requirement because most jobs are in basic research 
and development; a bachelor's or master's degree is 
sufficient for some jobs in applied research and 
development. 
Because funding for research grows slowly, new Ph.D. 

graduates will face competition for basic research jobs. 

® US Dept of Labor  www.bls.gov/oco/ocos052.htm


